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and a criticism of a long-forgotten comedy of Scribe's.
The last of A's contributions is by far the most
important. This is Forforerens Dagbog (The Seducer's
Diary), a masterpiece alike of psychological analysis
and of Danish prose. Nothing so penetrating and
original had appeared before in the language, and
nothing comparable with it was to appear again until
Jacobsen's Niels Lyhne forty years later. In the
earlier papers attributed to A, Mozart's famous hero
had been taken as an illustration of life built up on
immediate enjoyment. Johannes, in Forforerens
Dagbog,, is a quite different type of aesthete ; he is the
" reflective " enjoyer—not enjoying life immediately
at all, but delighting in his own retrospective reflec-
tion on enjoyment. Johannes, in other words, is
the impersonation of the strange, anomalous, emo-
tional life which Kierkegaard himself had been com-
pelled by his peculiar temperament to live. Johannes
is a lover whose imagination is stronger than his
perceptions, who is at the mercy of his mental
activity, a passive channel for ideas rather than a
living being. He embodies the reflective sentiment-
alism which had run riot in the Romantic literature
of Germany; and his aestheticism contrasts with
Mozart's, as the "sentimental" poetry of Schiller's
classification contrasts with the " naive" poetry of
the Greeks.
The second part of Enten—Eller is an exposition
of the ethic attitude of mind. It consists of two
lengthy letters from B to A, the author of the first part,
and criticizes the life-philosophy enunciated there.
B sets up a philosophy of duties and moral ideals,
which is directly antagonistic to the views which
A holds. His first letter deals with the aesthetic justi-
fication of marriage, which he claims to be a higher
aesthetic phenomenon than the Romantic love of
the pure aesthete, the latter being devoid of all
sense of self-denying duty. The second letter, the
more important of the two, approaches the theme

